EXPRESS ADMISSION
You recognize the fact that security is a growing concern in today’s world. So, how
do you secure your entrances and keep accurate statistics on the traffic in your facility?
Express Admission was developed to help leaders like you reduce labor, liability, and
increase security.

INCREASE PROFIT AND PEACE OF MIND
Express Admission, a state-of-the-art “access control” system, automates the
identification of visitors and their admission to the building—all in just a few
seconds.
You’ll save the cost of guards and manual reporting, minimize the likelihood
of a liability suit and the millions of dollars in associated legal fees, and you’ll
likely save dollars on insurance premiums with enhanced security.
Building guests scan
driver’s license
(US or Canadian)

> >
Camera snaps photo

Express Admission.
Perfect for All Types of Buildings
> Government Buildings
> Private Companies
> Multi-Tenant Commercial Buildings

Within seconds
a bar coded
photo ID is printed

And, at the push of a button, you can get a report that tells you exactly who
is in the building at any given moment—all with 99.9% accuracy. Plus, the
system archives id information and digital photos of each person entering
the building.

> Clubs
> Hotels/Motels
> Schools
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> Hospitals
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And more…

Astornet Technologies, Inc.
1200 G Street, NW, Suite 835
Washington, DC 20005
888.389.6822
www.expressadmisssion.com
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EXPRESS ADMISSION
System Requirements

State-of-the-Art Technology Maximizes System Flexibility

You can run the lightweight ExpressAdmission with
the following minimum requirements:
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Windows XP Pro or Vista Business
2.8GHz DualCore Intel Processor
2GB of RAM
250GB Drive
LCD Monitor (Suggested Resolution 1280x1024)
Astornet CAUTHS ID Authentication Device
(optional)
Astornet Reveel-IT® reader
Color Laser printer
8 ports powered USB 2.0 Hub
Color Badge Printer

Server Minimum Requirements
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Dual DualCore Xeon 2.6GHZ Processors
2GB ECC RAM
500GB Drive
LCD Monitor
Windows 2003 Server
Windows SQL Server 2005
Active Directory

Express Admission System is easy to integrate with an existing database on a central
server or to use as a stand-alone system.
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Employees/Tenants can pre-announce visitors through the internet or intranet.
System supports multiple locations/sites and/or unattended entrances.
Collected data is encrypted for security and privacy.
Reports can be sorted and searched using many criterias
Garage entrances can be the point-of-entry.
Employee can be tracked (time in-and-out and vacation records), thus eliminating
time clocks and ensuring accuracy.

> Supports group registration as an option.
> Credit cards, government cards, INS cards, employer id badges, PIV-II Federal
cards, Smart Cards and personalized store cards can be identification alternatives
to the driver’s license, if you prefer.

Options
Insure ID Is Authentic
With the CAUTHS option, ExpressAdmission catches and reports forged IDs, on the fly.
Our ID Authenticator authenticates over 2200 different IDs nationally and internationally.
IDs authenticated include: passports, visas, driver’s licenses, military IDs, social security
cards, alien registration cards, and more…
Federal PIV-II Smart Cards Support
ExpressAdmission has full support for reading and encoding the Federal PIV-II ID cards.
PIVPrint
GSA Approved PIV-II printing workstation

Contact Us Today
To learn more about ExpressAdmission,
please contact us at +1 202.434.4539
Astornet Technologies, Inc.
1200 G Street, NW, Suite 835
Washington, DC 20005
888.389.6822
www.expressadmission.com

Is Your Visitor a Known Terrorist?
ExpressAdmission verifies visitor credentials against the TSA terrorists’ lists. Know your
visitors before they enter.
SERVICE
VALUE PARTNERSHIP
EXCELLENCE QUALITY DEDICATION RESULTS

INNOVATION
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